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3M™ ABRASIVES - ADHESIVES
3M™ GREEN CORPS™

CUT OFF WHEEL   
Wheel is designed to provide high cut rates and long 
life on most all materials including fiberglass, stain-
less steel, mild steel and aerospace alloys. Ideal for 
use on a wide variety of utility type cut off tools. Do 
not use on tools without guards.

3M™ HI-STRENGTH 90
SPRAY ADHESIVE  

3M™ Hi-Strength 90 Spray Adhesive is a fast-drying, trans-
parent spray adhesive that bonds on concrete, wood, MDF, 
laminates, polyethylene and more. Its extremely strong 
bond gives you fast results to keep projects moving forward. 
This industrial grade formula is easy to dispense and apply 
directly to surfaces and materials and provides the added 
benefit of high heat and moisture resistance. 24 oz.

  P/N 09-01376 ...........$22.50
ID Size Part No. Price

01994 4”X1/32”X3/8” 09-01524 $7.65
88755 4”X1/32”X1/4” 09-01580 $5.55

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™
EPOXY ADHESIVE DP125 DUO-PAK

Two-part epoxy adhesive with a 1:1 mix ratio, 25 minute work 
life and exhibits very high peel strength. Moderately flexible 
and the gray version has exceptional shear adhesion. Use to 
bond rubber, metal, wood, plastics, and masonry products.

Size Color Part No. Price
1.7 oz Gray 09-01403 $29.50
1.7 oz Translucent 09-01402 $28.50

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™ 
EPX™ PLUS II APPLICATOR 

This Plunger is for the Scotch-Weld™ EPX™ Plus 
II Applicator. The Scotch-Weld™ EPX™ Plus II 
Applicator is used to Dispense 3M™ Scotch-Weld™ 
Adhesives in Duo-Pak Cartridges. The applicator is 
a low-cost portable, self contained metering, mixing 

and dispensing machine that simultaneously meters and mixes two-part 
adhesives as the material is applied.  
50 mL Mixing Nozzle 9742 ..........................P/N 09-01372 .............$2.76

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™ 
EPX™ APPLICATOR NOZZLE

Applicator nozzle designed for both the 200 mL and 400 mL 
applicators .....................................P/N 09-01408 .............$4.35

3M™ SCOTCH-BRITE™ DEBURRING WHEEL
Two Styles Available: Cut & Polish/Unitized 
Wheel-7A  Medium grade (harder) Use to radius 
and deburr edges of aluminum parts. These wheels 
give a uniform brushed satin finish to parts and 
deburr quicker and easier than hand finishing. 
These wheels are discs of Scotch-Brite web com-
pressed and bonded to form a rugged, dense wheel. 
Wheel size: 6” dia. x 1” wide x 1/2” thru hole.

 P/N 12-00875 ...........$81.75
Light Deburring Wheel-7S Fine Grade (Softer)
Light deburring 7S Fin 6 x 1 x 1. This wheel has a 1” thru hole. To fit 1/2” 
order P/N 12-01585. ....................................P/N 12-00948 ...........$81.75
9S Deburring Wheel - Fine Grade (Softer) - 1” thru hole 
 P/N 09-05641 ...........$48.95
3M Flange Adapter 3 45035 1/2” ...............P/N 12-01585 .............$5.75

3M™ ROLOC DISC PAD
3M™ Roloc™ Disc Pad TR 45092, Medium 3” 
1/4-20 Internal.  3M™ Roloc™ Disc Pad optimizes 
the performance of Roloc™ discs and bristle discs 
by providing the right backup system and a secure 
attachment for grinding applications. Plus it saves 

time by eliminating the need to align edges of the disc with the disc 
pad—the screw aligns the disc, making disc changes quick and easy.
 P/N 09-01554 ...........$23.50

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™ 
INSTANT ADHESIVE CA40H

One-part, high strength, very fast setting adhesive cures at 
room temperature. Adheres to difficult to bond substrates 
such as EPDM rubber, aluminum, and flexible vinyl. Comes 
in a 1 oz. Bottle.  Clear. ............P/N 09-01368 ...........$34.65

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™ 
INSTANT ADHESIVE CA8

This instant adhesive has a fast set time of 5 to 40 seconds. 
Excellent adhesion on metal, plastic and rubber. Bonds 
resist shock and impacts. A cyanoacrylate  adhesive.  
Comes in a 1 oz. bottle. ............P/N 09-01366 ...........$32.50

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™  INSTANT 
ADHESIVE SURFACE ACTIVATOR

It is ideal for use with all 3M Cyanoacrylate Adhesives for 
a broad range of industrial and electronic applications. It 
is also ideal for use with CA-5, CA-9, or CA-50 Gel for 
many wire tacking and coil terminating applications.
 P/N 09-01407 ...........$16.50

3M™ SCOTCH-WELD™ EPOXY 
ADHESIVE 2216 B/A

A flexible, two part, room temperature curing epoxy 
with high peel and shear strength. Scotch-Weld 
epoxy adhesive 2216 B/A is identical to 3M™ 
Scotch-Weld™ Epoxy Adhesive EC-2216 B/A in 
chemical composition. Scotch-Weld epoxy adhesive 
EC-2216 B/A has been labeled, packaged, tested, 

and certified for aircraft and aerospace applications. Scotch-Weld epoxy 
adhesive 2216 B/A may be used for aircraft and aerospace applications 
if proper Certificates of Test have been issued and material meets all 
aircraft manufacturer’s specification requirements.  24 month shelf life.
Size Color Description Part No. Price
2 oz. Gray Adhesive 2216 B/A 02-00045 $56.75
Pint Gray Adhesive 2216 B/A 02-00113 $177.95

Quart Gray Adhesive 2216 B/A 02-00114 $235.95

3M™ SCOTCH-GRIP™ 
CONTACT ADHESIVE 

A brushable, neutral-colored contact adhesive for bonding 
many decorative laminates, aluminum, steel, plywood, 
panels, wood and wood veneer, masonry, rubber, canvas 
and other porous and non-porous materials to each other 
or to themselves. ..................P/N 09-01364 ...........$35.50

3M SCOTCH-GRIP HP
CONTACT ADHESIVE 1357

A high performance contact adhesive that provides 
a long bonding range and excellent initial strength.
1357 Grey/OLIV ...........P/N 09-01362 .........$106.90

3M SCOTCH-WELD GRAY
3M™ Scotch-Weld™ Metal Bonder Acrylic Adhesive 
DP8407NS is a gray structural adhesive with high overlap 
shear and peel strength with good impact resistance and 
durability. This adhesive was designed to bond permanently 
to bare metals with minimal surface preparation, but also 
bonds well to wide variety of other materials, including most 
plastics.
45ml ..........................................P/N 09-04774 ...........$18.50
90ml ..........................................P/N 09-04775 ...........$69.75

3M 5 INCH 80 GRIT SANDING DISC
3M SandBlaster 5” 8 Hole Sanding Disc.  80 grit 
disc, designed for moderate stripping and surface 
leveling.  Premium Cubitron™ ceramic mineral.  
Clog-resistant.  Designed for use on random orbital 
sanders.  Stays significantly sharper longer to sand 
faster than 3M conventional sandpaper of compa-
rable grit.  Use on wood, oil enamel, latex primer, 
lacquer, sanding sealer and other coatings.
 P/N 09-05427 .............$1.33
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